**DESCRIPTION**

Create discussion and intriguing conversation around Empathy and creating inclusive enviroments.

**IF YOU HAVE 10 MINS...**

- **Watch this Video!** Then, complete the discussion question 1 below.

**IF YOU HAVE 30 MINS...**

- **Watch this Video!** Then, complete the discussion questions 1 in pairs.
- Next, Read the following **article** and complete question 2 in pairs.

**IF YOU HAVE 1 HR...**

- **Watch this Video!** Then, complete the discussion questions 1 in pairs.
- Next, Read the following **article** and complete question 2 in pairs.
- **Complete the Active listening activity here in teams of 3 or 4.**

**DISCUSSION QUESTIONS**

1. In pairs, share a time that you were excluded and how it made you feel?

   2. Share a time that you made incorrect judgement

   Key Message: Watch this Video Summary!
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